
 

 

Gemma Missen has been living with multiple sclerosis since 2015. 

Gemma Missen remembers life before multiple sclerosis (MS), as extraordinary. It was 2015, 

and she was planning her dream wedding, focusing on her health and enjoying catching up 

with family and friends. Her first clue that something wasn’t right was tingling and stabbing 

pains around her face and neck. Two months later, following some scans, a hospital stay, 

and other tests, Gemma was diagnosed with MS. 

“At first I think I was in shock and frightened at what was to come. I’m a bit of a control 

freak, so accepting that I can’t know what’s coming my way, was tough. I felt alone and a 

little bit ripped off” said Gemma. 

Not knowing much about MS, Gemma was scared of the future and felt like she was battling 

a rollercoaster of emotions. Once she knew about MSWA she was grateful for the support 

and services offered. Gemma said, “Just by being there, having the support from my 

counsellor and the nurses at MSWA has made my journey a lot easier”. 

Fatigue affects Gemma the most, and she believes her lifestyle and emotions can contribute 

to a relapse.  A full night’s sleep was always a priority, but has now shot to the top of the 

list. Her most recent scans are very positive and has encouraged Gemma to come to a place 

of acceptance and no longer wear her condition as a label. Gemma said, “My advice to 

anyone in the MSWA community would be to take each day as it comes”. 

Now 32, Gemma is regaining her extraordinary life thanks to an incredibly supportive 

network including her husband Matthew. She strives to live a happy and healthy life and is 

learning to laugh at herself, once more.  

“Joining the MSWA 2017 Step Up event was one of my health goals and I feel lucky that I’m 

still able to do it. I also wanted to give back to MSWA” said Gemma. She can't wait to smash 

it in 2018, and hopefully one day, she’ll be ready to do the “Double Up Challenge”.  

 

 

 

 


